AXOR ONE

Planning Idea - Bathroom 15m²
Copenhagen is regularly ranked among the world’s most livable cities, a fact that can be attributed, at least in part, to its long history of innovative, sustainable urban planning. Pressed into a mere 88km², the Danish capital approaches its compact dimensions with a creative mindset and a willingness to experiment. The old Nordhavn harbor, now the largest metropolitan development in Northern Europe, is being reinvented as an “urban archipelago”, a series of dense neighborhoods on the water that will provide homes for 40,000 people and workplaces for 40,000 more. And the trend extends beyond the redevelopment of existing areas: The Copenhagen Islands, a planned network of small floating parks made from recycled materials, confirm the city’s grand vision of building out into the sea. But perhaps the most ambitious of these developments is the Holmene project. A group of nine artificial islands to be constructed by 2070, Holmene is expected to house some 35,000 residents and 380 businesses, with one island devoted entirely to green tech solutions.
MODERN SIMPLICITY: A STEP AWAY FROM MINIMALISM, WITH MORE OBJECTS, WARM TONES AND A FRIENDLY, INVITING SPIRIT.

Designed with the needs of a young family in mind, this concept for a Copenhagen bathroom explores the theme of ‘Modern Simplicity’. Warmer and less stark than a purely minimalist interior, yet understated and controlled, the design is characterized by a muted palette of cool greys and off-whites combined with light wood tones such as natural oak. The bathroom exemplifies Compact Luxury in the remarkable sense of spaciousness it creates, not only through thoughtful layout and well-chosen objects, colors and finishes, but through the generous use of natural light.

Barber Osgerby’s bathroom design features a vaulted ceiling and a large, frameless skylight that, together, create impression of an opening up to the sky. On the left-hand side, a large wood-framed mirror amplifies the sense of spaciousness. Below it sits a large stone wash basin with two AXOR One 3-hole basin mixers Select. The faucets, like all fixtures in the bathroom, are finished in luxurious but understated Brushed Nickel, one of a variety of exclusive AXOR FinishPlus surfaces. Beyond the wash basin, an open shower area offers a versatile combination of showering options thanks to a wall-mounted overhead shower, shoulder-height shower and hand shower. Light pools in from the tall slot window on the right-hand side, brightening the back wall, which is adorned with AXOR Universal Circular Accessories. The small wooden stool can be used around the bathroom, helping a child reach the wash basin, for example, or serving as a seat for a bathside conversation. Calm, tactile and organic, the wooden bathtub is large enough to enjoy alone or with another. Its placement below the dramatic skylight invites one to watch clouds drifting by or the stars at night.
Dimensions in mm
**AXOR ONE WASH BASIN**

- 2 x 3-hole basin mixer Select 170 with push-open waste set
  - # 48070, -820
- 2 x Towel holder
  - # 42826, -820

**AXOR ONE SHOWER**

- 1 x Overhead shower 75 1jet EcoSmart with shower arm
  - # 48690, -820
- 1 x Porter unit
  - # 45723, -820
- 1 x Shut-off valve for concealed installation
  - # 45771, -820

**AXOR ONE BATHTUB**

- 1 x Bath spout curved floor-standing
  - # 38412, -820
- 1 x Basic set
  - # 1045180
- 1 x Thermostatic module for concealed installation for 2 functions
  - # 45712, -820
- 1 x Basic set
  - # 45710180
- 1 x Thermostatic module for concealed installation for 3 functions
  - # 45713, -820
- 1 x Hand shower 75 1jet EcoSmart
  - # 48651, -820
- 1 x Basic set
  - # 45710180
- 1 x Overhead shower 280 2jet with shower arm
  - # 48492, -820
- 1 x Basic set
  - # 35361180
- 1 x Metal effect shower hose
  - 1.25 m
  - # 28282, -820
- 1 x Porter unit
  - # 45723, -820
- 1 x Metal effect shower hose
  - 1.25 m
  - # 28282, -820
- 1 x Thermostatic module for concealed installation for 3 functions
  - # 45713, -820
- 1 x Basic set
  - # 45710180

**AXOR ONE WASH BASIN**

- 2 x 3-hole basin mixer Select 170 with push-open waste set
  - # 48070, -820
- 2 x Towel holder
  - # 42826, -820
Wash basin:
Custom made,
Material: Travertine

Bathtub:
Custom made by Alegna,
Material: Oak

Wall material:
Diffusion, 50 x 200mm,
Color: Chinoe, Finish:
Matte

Floor material:
Refin Mold, 60 x 60 cm,
Color: Mist

Towel:
society italy Fram Sohn

Stool:
Mogg / Donut

Toothbrushes:
Hay Kosmetik
Lempi Copenhagen

Photography:
HK Living

Coat rack:
Sculptor / Beate Winkler

Stool small:
vintage

Mirror small:
blaursem / DK

Wooden grates:
Habitat